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Notes 

The chart on slide 21 of the ‘Taking forward your priorities’ slide pack contains an error. The line 
indicating the previous and current target, and the current target maintained post-2030, should 
begin at 60 megatonnes instead of 30. This means the abatement figures in the chart should be 
85MT for 2013-2020 and 315MT for 2021-2030. The chart on page 8 (Figure One) of the 
climate change report contains the correct line and abatement figures. 
 
The charts on slide 25 of the ‘Taking forward your priorities’ slide pack and p. 41 (Figure 20) of 
Holding On and Letting Go show the difference in earnings for those with degree and post-
degree qualifications relative to sub-degree qualifications. Some of the gap can be explained by 
a variety of factors inside the tertiary education system (such as links to employers) and outside 
the system, including economic, industrial and migration factors. The report by Zuccollo et al 
(2013) on the ‘Private Returns to Tertiary Education’ also indicates that New Zealand’s low 
returns for tertiary qualifications as a whole, is in part due to New Zealand having a lot of lower 
level “type B” degrees and diplomas. 
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Executive summary
This slide pack aims to support a discussion about how the Treasury can support you to achieve your priorities for your third term in government.  
We use the strategic living standards dimensions and challenges that the Treasury has identified in the accompanying Holding On and Letting Go 
paper to help frame these priorities.  This slide pack suggests some future directions in taking forward reforms, ranging from a focus on immediate 
challenges to changes that will bring longer-term gains.

Short-term Medium-term Long-term

Inclusion: lifting 
outcomes for 
disadvantaged 
New Zealanders

Reducing child poverty and supporting inclusion: expanding smart social sector investment and helping those 
on the lowest incomes

A continued shift towards investment in effective social sector interventions that improve long-term outcomes, reduce 
long-term economic, social and fiscal costs and focus on those most in need.

Next steps are embedding the investment approach in welfare building a population focus into Budgets and applying theNew Zealanders Next steps are embedding the investment approach in welfare, building a population focus into Budgets and applying the 
principles in the justice, health and education sectors.

Social housing
Taking forward your reforms.

Microeconomic and state 
sector reform  

Increasing the responsiveness of housing 
supply improving natural resource

Environmental and fiscal 
challenges

Managing the risks and costs to 

Sustainability: 
moving to export 
and investment-led 
growth

Sustaining economic 
performance

Managing pressure on interest 
and exchange rates in the 

upswing through fiscal 

supply, improving natural resource 
management and lifting state sector 

effectiveness.

Internationally competitive business Long term productivity

New Zealand of climate change and 
demographic fiscal pressures.

g

p g g
restraint. Internationally-competitive business 

environment
Continued strengthening of international 

connections and ‘behind the border’ policy 
settings.

Long-term productivity
We identify tertiary education and 
infrastructure as two key priorities 

for long-term productivity 
performance.

Prosperity: boosting 
productivity and 
international 
connections

There are particular opportunities and challenges for some population 
groups across these policy priorities, including Māori and Auckland.
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Purpose and contents of this briefing
This slide pack aims to support your first engagement with the 
Treasury on your priorities for your third term in government.

The aim is to discuss how the Treasury can help you to progress 
th i iti d id tif h t ld lik t f

Where can you find your priorities in this briefing?
Investment approach: embedding in welfare 
and applying the principles in the justice, 
health and education sectors

Slides 13 to 16 on smarter social 
sector investment.

these priorities and identify what you would like to focus on over 
the next few months.

health and education sectors.

Education: Investing in Educational Success 
and taking forward smarter investment.

Slide 15 on smarter investment in 
education.

Structure of this briefing
Social housing market: roll-out of an 
effective and efficient housing market.

Slide 17 on social housing.

Housing affordability: making housing 
supply more responsive.

Slide 20 on housing affordability and 
slide 27 on Auckland.

Section What’s it all about?

Key issues and 
priorities

An overview of key issues and 
priorities for your third term.

Water: freshwater management system and 
Māori rights and interests.

Slide 21 on natural resource and 
environmental management.

Business Growth Agenda: export markets,
capital markets, innovation, skilled and safe 
workplaces and infrastructure

Slides 19 to 26 on key priorities for 
sustainable economic performance.

How the Treasury 
can help with your
priorities

Advice on how to progress a 
number of your priorities.

Bringing it together: Ideas on what progressing these 
workplaces and infrastructure.

Māori: post-settlement relationship. Slide 28 on Māori challenges and 
opportunities.  

Balance sheet: reducing net debt, Slide 22 on effective use of existing 

strategic choices priorities might mean for future 
Budgets and work programmes.

Accompanying
documents

• A more detailed analysis of the 
strategic challenges and 

strengthening the Crown balance sheet and 
more effective use of assets.

state sector expenditure and 
balance sheet and slides 31 and 32 
on fiscal strategy choices.

Reducing taxes and levies: including income 
taxes and ACC levies

Slides 31 and 32 on fiscal strategy 
choices

opportunities facing New Zealand 
(Holding On and Letting Go).

• The Briefing to the Incoming 
Government.

taxes and ACC levies. choices.

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery: CERA 
transition and long-term governance 
arrangements, monitoring rebuild progress, 
and resolving housing and insurance issues.

Greater Christchurch Recovery: 
Briefing to Incoming Ministers has 
been prepared by CERA, DPMC, 
Treasury, SSC, MBIE and MfE and 

3
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Key issues and priorities
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There are short-term challenges in sustaining 
economic growtheconomic growth…

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
The short-term economic outlook is largely positive.  

1400
Terms of trade

The Treasury’s Pre-election Economic and Fiscal Update 
(PREFU) forecast real production gross domestic product to 
grow by 2.8% on average over the four years to March 
2018. 

1200

1300
Pre-election Update

Pre-election Update - lower dairy prices (Scenario one)
Forecast

Growth will continue to be supported by the Canterbury 
rebuild, a catch up in housing supply, strong net migration 
and historically high terms of trade. 
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ECONOMIC RISKS
The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) continues to cast a 
shadow over the international outlook.  While the global 
backdrop to the PREFU forecasts is steady, economic 

800

900

Jun-88 Jun-91 Jun-94 Jun-97 Jun-00 Jun-03 Jun-06 Jun-09 Jun-12 Jun-15 Jun-18

Quarterly
Sources: Statistics New Zealand, The Treasury

p y
growth is uneven and the crisis has left developed 
economies exposed to future shocks.  Despite progress in 
reducing debt, households in many developed economies 
are still highly leveraged and there is also limited scope for 

f f

SHORT-TERM CHALLENGES AND POLICY ISSUES
With strong domestic demand, and continued weakness in the global 
economy, New Zealand currently has one of the highest policy 

monetary or fiscal policy to respond to any future shock.  
Therefore, the risks are on the downside, particularly with 
heightened geopolitical tensions adding to economic 
uncertainties. 

interest rates amongst advanced economies. The New Zealand 
dollar remains elevated despite recent falls in export prices.  
Maintaining tight fiscal settings and addressing supply constraints 
can help to avoid exacerbating cyclical pressures on interest and 

h t i th i f th l ( lid 19)Commodity prices remain one of the key areas of 
uncertainty for New Zealand.  Commodity prices have fallen 
recently, led by declines in export dairy and forestry prices.  
However, commodity prices tend to be volatile and the 

t t t hi h th t d ill ti i t i Th

exchange rates in the upswing of the cycle (see slide 19).  
While a weaker economic outlook would moderate these pressures, 
it creates fiscal risks around the timing of the return to surplus.  We 
provide advice later in this slide pack around retaining flexibility to 

extent to which these trends will continue is uncertain.  The 
Treasury’s central forecast is still for New Zealand’s terms of 
trade to remain at a relatively high historical level.

respond to changing economic circumstances, while remaining on 
track to achieve your medium-term fiscal objectives (see slide 31). 
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...and longer-term global trends which bring both 
opportunities and challenges for New Zealand

GOING GLOBAL GOING ASIAN

opportunities and challenges for New Zealand…

The rapid acceleration of global flows of people, capital, trade and ideas 
creates opportunities for a small global economy. 

The centre of economic activity is moving closer to New Zealand with 
strong growth in the Asia-Pacific expected to continue. 

However, it 
also brings 
risks of greater

However, 
New Zealand is 
still not that close809

Participation in global value chains
Foreign inputs in our exports (backward participation) and 

domestically produced inputs used in other countries 
exports (forward participation) as a percent of gross exports 25

Projected changes in the world economy

risks of greater 
volatility and 
challenges for 
a distant 
economy to 
play a role in

still not that close 
to Asia; and we 
perhaps face 
greater cultural 
challenges in 
connecting with
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play a role in 
global supply 
chains. 

connecting with 
Asia than with 
traditional trading 
partners.
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Source: OECD
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Note: Real GDP at 2005 purchasing power parities (PPPs).
Source: OECD, 2014 Economic Outlook

GOING GREY
New Zealand, like much of the world, is in the midst of an unprecedented 
demographic transition towards an older age structure.

GOING GREEN
Strong income growth in emerging markets is supporting demand for 
natural resources, which has been reflected in New Zealand’s terms of 

Source: OECD ,

g g

New Zealand’s changing population structure, 1960s – 2060s 

trade. However, 
New Zealand is 
beginning to reach 
environmental 
constraints As a nation

Most developed 
economies, 
including 
New Zealand, 1300

1400
Terms of trade

constraints.  As a nation 
reliant on primary 
production and already 
high rates of renewable 
energy, action on 
climate change is

will face slowing 
growth and fiscal 
challenges from 
rising health and 
pension costs 900

1000

1100

1200
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x

climate change is 
becoming increasingly 
challenging.

over the next 
fifty years.

Source: Statistics New Zealand, The Treasury 
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...and impact on New Zealand’s economic performance and 
living standardsliving standards.
The Treasury uses its Living Standards Framework (LSF) to ensure we advise on the impacts of policy across all the dimensions that 
matter for New Zealanders’ living standards The Treasury used the LSF to inform our advice on economic performance in ourmatter for New Zealanders  living standards.  The Treasury used the LSF to inform our advice on economic performance in our 
Holding On and Letting Go paper, which has been provided alongside this briefing.  
The Treasury sees three overlapping and inter-related dimensions to economic performance that contribute to improved living 
standards.  These are: prosperity (improving economic and social outcomes), sustainability (prosperity for today and tomorrow, 
including resilience to risk) and inclusiveness (prosperity that is broadly shared with high levels of economic and social participation)including resilience to risk) and inclusiveness (prosperity that is broadly shared, with high levels of economic and social participation).  
We use the strategic living standards dimensions and challenges that the Treasury has identified in Holding On and Letting Go to help 
frame the advice we provide on taking forward your priorities in this slide pack.  These three dimensions are mutually reinforcing and 
progress on each of your priorities will typically contribute to all three dimensions in some way.

PROSPERITY

Prosperity:
While New Zealand does well on broad measures of 
quality of life, GDP per capita remains around 15% below 

Holding On and Letting Go provides the 
Treasury’s perspective on the medium-term 

h ll f lifti N Z l d’ i PROSPERITY

Economic growth

q y , p p
the OECD average.  In lifting our economic performance, 
boosting productivity and international connections are 
inter-twined.

Inclusiveness:

challenges for lifting New Zealand’s economic 
performance and living standards.

INCLUSIVENESS

Social 
infrastructure

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability for 
the future

Economic growth
Sustainability for 

Sustainability:
Sustainable economic 
performance and living 
standards depends on moving 
towards more export and 

Some New Zealanders face 
multiple barriers to 
educational and employment 
success.  We need to shift the 
focus of public services to the infrastructure

Increasing equity

the future

Managing risks

the future
Managing risks

Social 
infrastructure

p
investment-led growth and 
improving the management of 
our natural resources.

focus of public services to the 
long-term outcomes of New 
Zealanders – with a particular 
focus on employment and 
educational opportunities, 
which really matter for long- infrastructure

Increasing equity

which really matter for long-
term outcomes.
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The Treasury is well-positioned to help you advance your 
prioritiespriorities...

TALKING POINTS
• How well have we reflected your priorities for this term in the next slide?

Th t bl b l i i di t ti d ti f f ll t t ki f d i iti• The table below summarises immediate actions and suggestions for some follow-up engagements on taking forward your priorities.
• Does this fit with your needs or do you have changes to the topics or timings?

Key actions in next 3 months Suggested ‘chew sessions’ in the next 3 months

• Decisions on launching population focus RFI 
for Budget 2015.

• Budget Policy Statement in December to 

• Child poverty and inclusion: your feedback on priority policy directions.

• RMA: your level of ambition around RMA reform.

H i l i f ki h diff h i l (i l di RMAhighlight fiscal strategy, smart investment, 
population focus and capital recycling. 

• Set up the ITU and finalise the framework for 
sales of HNZC houses.

• Housing supply: options for making  a step change difference to housing supply (including RMA 
changes).

sales of HNZC houses.

• Agree principles for the social housing 
purchasing model. 

• Agree any changes to BPS result targets and

• Health: a stronger focus on performance and adapting the system to meet changing demand and 
reducing disparities in health outcomes.

• Tertiary education: options for strengthening the linkages between tertiary education and work. Agree any changes to BPS result targets and 
any new results.

• Decisions on advancing harm-based 
framework in Justice post scoping study.

y p g g g y

• Financial stability: policy frameworks and the forward work agenda.

• Climate change: discuss expectations of 
‘acceptable cost’ for New Zealand’s post-2020 
emissions target with your Ministerial 
colleagues.

In the New Year:

• International competitiveness: broader refresh of how to increase focus on internationalisation. 

• Māori economic development: your feedback on broad policy directions.p y p y

Government priority
Treasury advice

8
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...over this term in government.

This slide provides a high level summary of how key policy priorities could be sequenced across time.

2015 2016 2017 Beyond

GOVERNMENT PRIORITY

TREASURY ADVICE

2015 2016 2017 Beyond
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Report back on review of  
AS/IRRS

Population Budget
At-risk children

Reducing child poverty and supporting inclusion: smart social sector investments

Changes to financial 
assistance for housing
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an Develop harm weighted 

framework for Justice Sector Implement
Partnership 

schools reviewIncrease flexibility to target ECE and 
school education resources at low 
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Implement

Ministerial group to consider implications and options 
f NZ’ t 2020 i i t t

socio-economic children 
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Housing affordability: next 
steps on planning reform

Increase scrutiny 
of local authority 

infrastructure 

for NZ’s post-2020 emissions target

Operating allowances averaging $1.5 billion p.a. and approximately $900 million capital allowance p.a. (current working assumption) $1.5b 
operating 

En ec
o

on
g-

m
an

ce

Improve data and information, evaluation and contracting across the state sector 

allowances

BGA implementation

R d t P d ti it C i i

Enhance RMA system, including greater use of central direction
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Continue to pursue market access in key areas and 
review trade strategy to ensure the right mix of 

investment across multiple tracks 

Tax packageACC levy reductions

Targeted review to identify any material 
regulatory barriers to international flows 

Respond to Productivity Commission 
regulation review
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Business support: governance changes to incentivise policy experimentation and evaluation

Enhance competition policy Tertiary education reform
New Zealand National 

Infrastructure Plan 2015

[3]
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How Treasury can helpHow Treasury can help
you with your priorities
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The policy issues covered in this slide pack
This section provides advice on taking forward what we understand to be your priorities for this term. 
While we have grouped issues and policies in terms of the performance dimension that they primarily relate to, these 
dimensions are inter-related and progress in any will generally support inclusive and sustainable economic performance and 
living standards.

Short-term Medium-term Long-term

Inclusion 
(slide 12)

Slides 13 to 16: 
Reducing child poverty and supporting inclusion: taking forward smart social sector investment in 

health and justice (slide 14), education (slide 15) and supporting those on the lowest incomes (slide 
16)16).

Slide 17:
Social housing.

Sustainability
(slide 18)

Slid 19

Slide 20: 
Housing affordability.

Slide 21: 
Environment and natural resource 

management.
Slide 19: 

Sustaining economic 
performance (managing 

pressures on interest 
rates and the exchange

Slide 22: 
Effective use of state sector 
expenditure and the balance 

sheet.

See our 2013 Long-Term Fiscal 
Statement for our analysis of long-

term fiscal sustainability.

Prosperity 
(slide 23)

rates and the exchange 
rate). Slide 24: 

Internationally-competitive 
business environment.

Slides 25 to 26: 
Priorities for long-term productivity: 

tertiary education (slide 25) and 
infrastructure (slide 26).as uc u e (s de 6)

There are particular opportunities and challenges for some population 
groups across these policy priorities, including Māori and Auckland.11
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We provide advice on a range of your priorities to support 
inclusive social and economic outcomes

THE ISSUE

inclusive social and economic outcomes.
100

Percent of school leavers with NCEA Level 2 or above by 
ethnic group

The Prime Minister has identified improving the outcomes of the most 
disadvantaged New Zealanders, particularly through reducing child poverty, as a 
key priority for your third term of government.

The Treasury agrees that child poverty is a key strategic challenge for 60
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European

Asian

New Zealand.  We would advise focusing on the families who face persistently low 
incomes and multiple barriers to economic and social participation. In particular, 
around one in five children will spend more than half of their first 14 years in 
households supported by a main benefit. This group is at the highest risk of 
material hardship and poor long-term outcomes across a range of dimensions.
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Māori

We also know that a higher proportion of Māori and Pasifika children live in 
persistent or chronic poverty and these groups are also under-represented in 
employment and educational outcomes, are over-represented in prison and as 
victims of crime and also have poorer health and access to care (see charts).  

Source: Education Counts

Q i til 3

Quintile 4

Quintile 5 (most deprived)

Experienced unmet need for primary health care in 2012/13 -
children

The Treasury would emphasise a policy focus on reducing barriers, and 
increasing opportunities, for people, especially those facing hardship.  It is 
particularly important to improve the effectiveness of the education system in 
leaning against disadvantage.  This proposed focus reflects differences between 
the New Zealand and international experience over the last two decades: Asian

European/Other

Quintile 1 (least deprived)

Quintile 2

Quintile 3

• While most OECD countries have experienced an increase in income inequality 
over the past couple of decades, income inequality in New Zealand has been 
stable on a range of measures since the mid-1990s.  

• While New Zealand does have relatively high levels of inequality, the difference 
S

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Māori

Pacific

Percent of total population aged 0-14 years

Note: Unmet need for primary health care may be due to cost, transport or appointment availability.
Source: New Zealand Health Survey 2012/13
Note: Unmet need for primary health care may be due to cost, transport or appointment availability.
Source: New Zealand Health Survey 2012/13

between top and bottom incomes is not as great as in the UK and US.  The 
income share of the top 10% in New Zealand has been stable over time and is 
relatively low in international comparisons.

• New Zealand’s income mobility is about average, but the link between parents’ 
socioeconomic status and a child’s educational and health outcomes is relatively

BROAD POLICY DIRECTIONS

This slide pack provides policy options for reducing child poverty and 
supporting inclusion.  Our advice on enabling sustainable economic 
performance, which is critical to creating employment and educational socioeconomic status and a child s educational and health outcomes is relatively 

high on some measures.

These patterns reinforce a focus on improving outcomes for the most 
disadvantaged rather than on inequality in the distribution of income. 

opportunities, is covered later in this slide pack.  The following slides focus 
on the application of the principles of the investment approach to lift the 
contribution of public services to the long-term outcomes of New 
Zealanders, particularly those most at risk of poor outcomes.12
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Expanding smart social sector investment is key to 
supporting inclusionsupporting inclusion...

THE OPPORTUNITY
S t i l t i t t i b t lifti l t t th h Proportion of social service clients thatSmart social sector investment is about lifting long-term outcomes through 
the application of five principles to social spending: 
• Clarity on the key measurable outcomes (while in welfare the focus has 

been on the benefit liability, other sectors would focus on different 50

60

Proportion of social service clients that 
identify as  Māori 

outcomes).
• Better use of evidence, data and population information to target those who 

most need help or where benefits are greatest (see chart). 
• Clear institutional incentives and accountability mechanisms to drive

30
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Clear institutional incentives and accountability mechanisms to drive 
performance and innovation.

• Financial and delivery flexibility to target interventions coupled with 
evaluation and evidence based feedback loops to test, learn and adapt.

0

10

20

These features reinforce, not replace, an ongoing focus on the effectiveness 
and efficiency of government spending and assets.

Build a population focus into Budgets and performance cycles:

NZ population 
(2013)

Working age 
benefit recipients  

(2014)

Housing NZ 
clients (2014)

People in prison 
(2012)

Children in CYF 
custody (2013)

Source: Statistics New Zealand, The Ministry of Social Development, The Ministry of Business, Innovation 
and Employment

Increase flexibility to target 
education resources at low 
socio-economic children (see 
slide 15).

Progress a harm-based 
framework in the Justice 
sector (see slide 14).

Build a population focus into Budgets and performance cycles: 
• Focus on children of families with multiple risk characteristics. 
• Seek local level solutions and external views. 
• Assess  existing services and new ideas on life-time cost-effectiveness grounds.
• Require day one evaluation plans to test, learn, adapt.

2014 2015 2016

Support analytics functions andKeep BPS results concept: Improve access to primary
‘Bed in’ Welfare IA: Develop 
i t t t t f Support analytics functions and 

data sharing across agencies: 
advance Data Futures Forum ideas 
to increase the sharing and use of 
data.

Keep BPS results concept: 
but better align targets with 
incentives, e.g. welfare target 
reflect high liability groups.

Improve access to primary 
care: review funding formula and 
Very Low Cost Access scheme to 
better target high-needs 
populations (see slide 14).

investment strategy; performance 
expectations on CEs; continue 
contracting trials; SLP and HCID as 
next focus group.  Consider changes 
to benefit settings to support the IA.13
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...starting with smarter investment in health and justice...

New Zealand’s health system delivers outcomes comparable 
with those of other developed countries at a cost that is close to 

The justice sector has identified reducing harm as a key priority for 
the sector.  To support this priority, the sector needs to develop a 

THE ISSUE

average.  We can improve services further, and raise living 
standards, by focusing on measuring quality, improving access, 
and improving the way that services are planned and purchased.

y
framework to focus on harm rather than volumes, shifting the focus 
to long-term fiscal, economic and social costs.

Both sectors need to integrate into a wider social sector view of clients and their needs

NEXT STEPS

HEALTH JUSTICE

Both sectors need to integrate into a wider social sector view of clients and their needs. 

Measurable 
outcomes

Build on existing work to develop a comprehensive 
measurement framework.

Conduct scoping study on application of a harm-based 
framework (e.g. a harm weighted index  and/or application of 

forward liability approach).

Evidence and 
data

Improve the way information is managed and used to 
understand and lift performance.

Work across the social sector to join up data sets, and 
identify and address barriers to sharing.

Accountability 
and incentives

Make a broader range of performance information available 
to the public.

Change incentives from reducing volume of crime to 
reducing harm. 

Look at outcome-focused funding options.

Flexibility to 
deliver and target 

Streamline DHB planning and reporting arrangements and 
adjust operational autonomy according to performance.

Continue use of innovative ways to deliver outcomes, e.g. 
results-based contracts for third parties providing out-of-gate 

Reform primary care delivery models and funding formula 
to improve support for high-needs populations.

services.

Evaluation and 
feedback loops

Independent monitoring agency to provide assurance 
around the financial and non-financial performance of the 

system (an ERO-type agency for Health).

Evaluate interventions on whether they have reduced harm 
(as measured by the new framework).

14
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...applying the principles of smarter investment in 
educationeducation...

THE ISSUE
While ECE participation has increased, evidence 

t di d t d hild till tt di

NEXT STEPS
Start to apply the principles of the investment approach to education:

suggests disadvantaged children are still attending 
less and lower quality ECE. There is also a gap in 
linking ECE with support for positive parenting 
approaches, which have been shown to 
significantly improve outcomes for disadvantaged 

• Measurable outcomes: renew BPS education targets to focus on quality outcomes in 
ECE and on outcomes for children from low SES backgrounds in schooling.

• Evidence and data: continue to strengthen the use of achievement data across 
ECE/schooling/tertiary to address student need, as well as at a system level, to drive 
evidence based policyg y p g

groups.  A challenge is how to shift the current 
provider subsidy system away from inputs towards 
outcomes.

New Zealand’s education system is relatively high-

evidence-based policy.
• Accountability and incentives: ‘tight-loose-tight’ accountability:
 Strengthen the intervention framework for poorly performing schools.
 Consider requiring school-level reporting against the partnership schools performance 

framework (without tying to funding)performing, but not for all.  A higher percent of 
New Zealand’s variance in student performance is 
explained by their socio-economic status than in 
other OECD countries (see chart).  Within the 
current resourcing framework there is limited

framework (without tying to funding).
• Flexibility to deliver and target: early and targeted intervention:
 Investigate incentives for ECE providers to focus on educationally disadvantaged 

children and to link up with parenting support services.
 Consider how ECE and schooling could be resourced to better lean againstcurrent resourcing framework there is limited 

targeting of student risk and need. New Zealand 
has one of the most devolved schooling systems 
in the OECD and an atomised school network, 
creating some inefficiency and barriers to 

ll b i

 Consider how ECE and schooling could be resourced to better lean against 
disadvantage.

• Evaluation and feedback loops:
 Quality teaching and leadership: implement and evaluate Investing in Educational 

Success (IES); follow through on reform of the teaching professional body; and 
d l h i t h lit t h h th d dcollaboration. develop mechanisms to ensure we have quality teachers where they are needed.

 Collaboration and integration: follow through on the school property transformation 
programme; use policies such as Youth Guarantee and the IES community of schools 
to encourage blurred boundaries between ECE/schools/tertiary providers and other 
services; and evaluate different approaches to retaining Māori students in school.16
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TALKING POINTS
• How ambitious would you like to be in exploring how the ECE and schooling systems 
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...and changes to welfare settings to support the 
investment approach and those on the lowest incomesinvestment approach and those on the lowest incomes.

THE ISSUE
Supporting improved education and employment outcomes 
through the investment approach are what really matter for

POLICY DIRECTIONS

through the investment approach are what really matter for 
people’s long-term outcomes.  However, a well-designed safety 
net is important to support those who need it, particularly those 
who cannot work or for whom work is a long-term goal.

Over the last ten years or so, welfare spending has shifted from y p g
main benefits to supplementary payments that are increasingly 
available in work (see chart).  While these have reduced the 
replacement rate of benefits to work, they have also decreased 
the proportion of welfare directed to those on the lowest incomes. 

In particular, the number of low income households experiencing 
housing stress, and the degree of housing stress, has increased 
in recent years – due to incomes rising more slowly than market 
rents.  Auckland has particularly high levels of housing stress, 
and earthquake recovery is putting pressure on rents inand earthquake recovery is putting pressure on rents in 
Christchurch. 

 Progress IRRS/AS reform with reference to wider welfare settings.
Components of welfare spending
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Taking forward your social housing agenda will also better 
help those in most need

NEXT STEPS
N t t t

help those in most need.
THE ISSUE

Th t i t th h j f

LONGER TERM 
ISSUES• Next steps are to:

 Implement a purchasing model that will drive contestability and 
performance, e.g. using provider and/or client choice.

 Focus on purchasing more efficiently and managing demand 
(within an ‘investment approach’ lens) to help manage fiscal

The sector is part way through major reforms, 
and keeping momentum going is important.  

Your social housing reforms have put in place 
some core foundations to get better access and 
outcomes for those in highest need a more

ISSUES
• Work out the future 

of HNZC and give it 
clearer roles and 
objectives.

(within an investment approach  lens) to help manage fiscal 
costs over time.

 Progress IRRS/AS reform to reduce disincentives for mobility, 
increase purchasing levers, and improve fairness.

 Create a level playing field for social housing providers

outcomes for those in highest need, a more 
sustainable sector and better value for money for 
the Crown.  Securing these gains will require a 
sustained focus over 2014/15 and beyond. 

Progress has been more limited in some areas –

• Benchmark provider 
performance.

• Consider 
opportunities for 
wider outcomes Create a level playing field for social housing providers, 

 Set up the ITU and finalise the framework for sales of HNZC 
houses to grow new providers while minimising whole of life 

t t th C S k ti th t l i t t

Progress has been more limited in some areas –
improving HNZC’s network of houses and better 
utilising HNZC land, rebuilding housing in 
Tamaki, reducing inefficiencies in current 
subsidies and getting clarity on the total costs of 

wider outcomes-
based contracting 
alongside social 
housing.

costs to the Crown. Seek options that leverage private sector 
finance and capability in partnership with registered social 
housing service provision.  

• A sustained focus on lifting HNZC performance and agreement 
about its network reconfiguration targets (and role in 

social housing.   

There are continuing challenges:

• On the demand side, waitlists have been rising 
in some areas and current subsidies have poor 

TALKING POINTS
• The role of HNZC 

as a developer andg g (
development) is also required. 

• Take opportunities to leverage Crown land in increasing the 
supply of lower-cost housing.  The ITU will have a role to play 
here, especially in Auckland. 

p
incentives for independence.  

• On the supply side, HNZC provision is poorly 
matched to demand and the community 
housing sector is small and has limited 

as a developer and 
in relation to the 
ITU.

• Priorities and limits 
for additional 

• Address housing stress for targeted renters in the short term 
and reform of AS/IRRS in the medium term (see slide 16).

capability.

There are significant opportunities for benefits 
still to come from the integration  of social 
housing with welfare, growing new providers, 
h i th l f th f HNZC

spending. 

• The pace of change 
– given sector 
capability and fiscal 

changing the rules of the game for HNZC,  new 
mechanisms to purchase services and match 
clients to places and working with Māori. 

constraints.

17
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We also provide advice on a range of your priorities and 
policies to support sustainabilitypolicies to support sustainability.

THE ISSUE
In the short to medium term a key sustainability challenge Net international position and gross In the short to medium term, a key sustainability challenge 
is moving towards the export and investment-led economic 
growth that will underpin living standards in the long term. 

While New Zealand’s short-term economic outlook is very 
good, it is dominated by domestic spending, which is Greece

180
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p g
government debt 

Percent of GDP in 2013

g , y p g,
associated with high levels of foreign debt (although 
New Zealand does have low levels of government debt).  
By pushing up interest and exchange rates, there is a risk 
of this demand squeezing out investment and export 
growth
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are building environmental pressures and a strengthening 
consensus about the need to take measures to slow 
climate change. 

In common with many other countries, New Zealand faces 
long term fiscal pressures from an ageing population
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BROAD POLICY DIRECTIONS

Net International Investment Position
Sources: IMF WEO, Eurostat

This slide pack provides advice on moving to more sustainable investment and export-led growth.  In the short term, this is about managing 
pressure on interest and exchange rates in the current upswing.  However, it is ultimately about removing constraints to New Zealand’s 
productivity performance to enable the economy to sustain higher levels of domestic demand without putting pressure on interest and exchange 
rates.  

Thi k l id d i i i t l d i t l t Th i d li ti d iThis pack also provides advice on improving natural resource and environmental management.  The issues and policy options around an ageing 
population are outlined in our 2013 Long-Term Fiscal Statement.

18
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Sustaining economic performance depends on managing 
pressures on exchange and interest ratespressures on exchange and interest rates...

THE ISSUE
N Z l d’ i th th 2000

NEXT STEPS
Fi l li h l t d t li l t i i t t d hNew Zealand’s economic growth over the 2000s was 

dominated by the non-tradable sector (see chart).  In the 
next few years, there will be further demands for non-
tradable activity due to a catch up in housing supply, the 
Canterbury rebuild and the continuing income effects of an 

Fiscal policy can help to moderate cyclical movements in interest and exchange 
rates from fluctuations in private sector demand.  In the current upswing, this 
means maintaining tight fiscal settings by managing tax and spending decisions 
from within the allowances in the current fiscal strategy and using any positive 
revenue surprises to pay down debt. y g

elevated terms of trade. 

In the next cycle, avoiding undue pressure on the 
exchange rate and real interest rates would support a 
rebalancing of economic activity towards the export and 

p p y

Structural policies can increase the capacity of the economy to sustain higher 
levels of domestic demand without putting pressure on interest and exchange 
rates.  Improving the productivity of non-tradable sectors frees up resources for 
exports and, as non-traded goods are often an input to exports, indirectly 

investment-led growth we need to support living standards 
in the medium-term.

enhances exporters’ competitiveness.  The following slides explore the priority 
areas of:

• housing affordability (slide 20)

• natural resource management (slide 21)Breaking down tradable and non-tradable activity natural resource management (slide 21)

• state sector effectiveness (slide 22), and 

• a continued focus on improving the business environment (see slide 24).

LONGER TERM OPTIONS
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TALKING POINTS
• Would you consider materially tighter fiscal policy to support monetary policy?
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...and in the medium to long-term it depends on structural 
reforms such as increasing housing affordabilityreforms, such as increasing housing affordability...

THE ISSUE
House prices are increasing more rapidly than incomes in

NEXT STEPS
Positive steps to increase housing supply have been taken.  But the Auckland House prices are increasing more rapidly than incomes in 

Auckland and other fast-growing urban areas. This has been 
fuelled in part by the reduction in interest rates over the 2000s 
to their current low levels. 

The major cause is a shortage of housing: new construction is

p g pp y
Unitary Plan still falls short of what is needed.   
Options to further increase density of land-use and availability of land for 
development include:
• Use current or new central direction tools under the RMA (National Policy The major cause is a shortage of housing: new construction is 

not keeping pace with household formation based on 
estimates of population growth in some areas, particularly 
Auckland. 

A more responsive housing market would have wider social 

Statement or national planning template).
• Evolve the HASHA model to overcome localised resistance and achieve better 

coordination.
• Ensure infrastructure doesn’t constrain supply – through greater transparency 

d ti f l l i f t t
p g

and economic benefits. High housing costs relative to 
incomes is a particular problem for households on lower 
incomes, many of whom are renters.  More responsive 
housing supply may help to moderate house price cycles and 
risks to financial stability and economic activity although it

and scrutiny of local infrastructure.
•
Cost drivers such as construction sector productivity are less clearly amenable to 
policy.  We suggest a greater focus on facilitating the private sector to develop 
Crown land and adopting leading practice as a major client (Crown procurement) torisks to financial stability and economic activity, although it 

may add to domestic demand pressures in the short-term.
Crown land and adopting leading practice as a major client (Crown procurement) to 
support scale. 

LONGER-TERM ISSUES
More fundamental reform of planning is required for a step change in housing 

l O i i l d
800,000

House prices

supply.  Options include: 
• Changing local government funding to incentivise housing supply.
• Regulatory reform (revisiting the RMA framework).
• Incentivising residents to support densification.  500,000
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rs
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g pp
Urban Development Authority-type options may be useful if they can overcome 
planning constraints.  
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• Focus on Auckland (and Christchurch in the short term) versus a New Zealand 
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...improving the management of New Zealand’s natural 
resources and environmental challengesresources and environmental challenges...

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT (RMA)

Recent and proposed resource management reforms will 
generate benefits We recommend

FRESHWATER

generate benefits, .  We recommend 
further changes to the whole resource management system, as 
well as addressing specific issues (e.g. housing). 
A necessary initial step is passing the RMA Reform Bill.  A new 
tool enabled by the Bill is the proposed national template which 
will provide a mechanism for greater direction of planning 
decisions, in general and in response to specific issues (e.g. 
housing supply/urban development). 
RMA tools can improve outcomes (e.g. increased and more 
targeted use of central direction tools including the proposed

CLIMATE CHANGE
Ministers need to consider options for New Zealand’s post-2020 emissions 
reduction target in late 2014.

targeted use of central direction tools, including the proposed 
national-planning template). However, the resource 
management system does not succeed or fail as a result of 
legislation only.  It incorporates a nexus of necessary enablers, 
including the effectiveness of local government and provision 
of infrastructure Work is also needed to better understand

Emissions targets after 2020 carry larger economic and fiscal risks than 
previous and current targets.  

Early discussion with your Ministerial colleagues about an acceptable level of 
cost after 2020 of infrastructure.  Work is also needed to better understand 

how the system as a whole is working, 

and the efficiency of the system and its processes (e.g. 
planning processes) in the expectation that further changes will 
be proposed.

cost after 2020, 
would help to focus policy on options that manage fiscal and economic risks.

100

New Zealand's Net Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Current 
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be proposed. 

The timing of completion of this work would depend on the 
level of ambition and priority.  
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• How ambitious do you want to be on RMA reform?10
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...and on effective state sector interventions.

THE ISSUE
The state sector impacts on economic 
performance through its fiscal (expenditure

NEXT STEPS – EXPENDITURE
Improving the value from government’s operating expenditure (>$70 billion p.a.) requires more 
evaluation of impact better understanding of cost drivers and better management informationperformance through its fiscal (expenditure 

and tax), ownership (government balance 
sheet) and regulatory interventions.  
Keeping a continued focus on the overall 
performance of these three levers is critical 

evaluation of impact, better understanding of cost drivers and better management information 
systems.  Specific steps include:
• Expanding smart investment to improve spend quality (see slide 13) 
• Focusing workforce bargaining on demonstrating real benefits, such as productivity gains; 

for overall productivity and managing the 
growth of the non-tradable sector.

NEXT STEPS - REGULATION

• Improving strategic focus and information to better understand efficiency and effectiveness 
through: increased ambition for four-year plans, supporting the new Office of the Government 
Accountant and Treasury lifting its Ministry of Finance capability.  Specific actions include: 
 Developing health performance metrics

To lift the quality of regulatory initiatives 
and the performance of existing regulatory 
regimes, the key areas of focus should be:

• Ministerial leadership through more

 Developing health performance metrics.
 Justice  sector and Intelligence community reviews to identify choices regarding priorities and 

sustainable funding for the sectors.
NEXT STEPS – ASSETS

Similarly with $244 billion in assets (115% of GDP) improving understanding of asset utilisation and• Ministerial leadership, through more 
strategic prioritisation of legislative effort 
and systematic encouragement of good 
regulatory practices. 

• Increased attention to agency

Similarly, with $244 billion in assets (115% of GDP), improving understanding of asset utilisation and 
risks provides opportunities to improve performance, free up capital, and incentivise changes to 
delivery models.  Specific steps include:
• Developing methods for measuring Crown balance sheet performance and setting targets.
• Increasing rigour on capital decisions through reviewing capital investment decision makingIncreased attention to agency 

regulatory stewardship 
responsibilities, including more central 
agency promotion, co-ordination and 
support.

• Increasing rigour on capital decisions, through reviewing capital investment decision making 
process and rules, as well as focusing on capital intensive agencies and government priorities in 
Budget 2015.

• Lifting the capability and performance 
of regulators to operate responsive, 
risk-based regulation in a fluid 
environment, including support for 
regulator led communities of practice TALKING POINTSregulator-led communities of practice.  

• With a focus on improving the quality of spending and capital recycling, the Treasury’s judgment is 
that agencies can manage wage and cost pressures within assumed allowances.
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Last, but not least, a number of your priorities are focused 
on making New Zealanders more prosperouson making New Zealanders more prosperous.

THE ISSUE
Measures of quality of life, which combine Better Life Index and GDP
a range of economic, social and 
environmental indicators, typically rank 
New Zealand well.

However, New Zealand’s GDP per capita 
i d 15% b l th OECD
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connect internationally.  At the same time, 
our small size makes connecting 
internationally critical. 

Our geographical challenges do not mean 
N Z l d h ld l th i
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New Zealanders should lower their 
aspirations.  Instead it means placing a 
greater focus on how New Zealand plays 
its role in a globalising and changing 
world. 

, , , , , ,

GDP per capita in 2012 US$ (PPPs)

Source: Conference Board, Total Economy Database, OECD, Better Life Index
Bubble size: GDP per capita in US$ (converted to 2012 price levels with updated 2005 PPPs).

BROAD POLICY DIRECTIONS
New Zealand needs to keep focused on developing and maintaining a productive business environment to attract people, investment, trade and 
ideas; as well as considering policies directly aimed at deepening and broadening our international connections This slide pack provides someideas; as well as considering policies directly aimed at deepening and broadening our international connections.  This slide pack provides some 
suggestions on policy directions to consider in further developing your economic strategy.
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Increasing prosperity is about a continued focus on an 
internationally competitive business environmentinternationally-competitive business environment...

THE ISSUE

As a small and distant economy (see chart), narrowing 
New Zealand’s ‘economic gap’ will depend on boosting

NEXT STEPS

While border barriers are low in New Zealand, there are potential gains from reforming screening 
restrictions on inward investment and continuing to pursue market access negotiations with keyNew Zealand s economic gap  will depend on boosting 

productivity and international connections – which are 
intertwined.  While a productive economy attracts 
international flows, international connections boost 
productivity by bringing scale, competition, investment 
and ideas.

restrictions on inward investment and continuing to pursue market access negotiations with key 
partners.  In the longer term, continue to review trade strategy settings and the mix of investment 
across multiple tracks  (e.g. FTA, multilateralism, regulatory coherence, implementation of FTAs 
etc).  This can be complemented by deepening our understanding of international markets and 
strengthening our international connections, including through Ministerial engagement.

Th i l f f th f f t t b i th h d i di ti i thand ideas.

The combination of size and distance means that New 
Zealand is often not as well linked into international 
flows as many other small countries.  For example, 
while we have sizeable inflows of foreign direct 
i t t fl f t d di t i t t

There is also scope for further reform of support to businesses through reducing discretion in the 
allocation of R&D grants and through governance changes to incentivise policy experimentation 
and evaluation of business support and R&D funding.  There may also be scope for different 
services to support internationalisation, such as due diligence on partners in export markets or for 
ODI purposes.

investment, our flows of outward direct investment are 
relatively low.  New Zealand’s trade (both exports and 
imports) also look low compared with other small 
economies and our weak innovation performance may 
reflect our size and distance.

While we need to work harder to connect internationally, we cannot lose focus on what matters for 
productivity across the whole economy:

• Continued implementation of the BGA, the implementation of the Māori Land Act and review and 
improve governance and prioritisation of He kai kei aku ringa.

• Improve policies relating to competition.

• Consider reducing personal income taxes as fiscal headroom allows, with an initial focus on 
addressing fiscal drag to lower real effective tax rates and maintain the progressivity of the tax 
system (see slide 32).8.0

Estimate effect of distance on GDP per capita
Percent difference from average OECD country 

(average between 2000 and 2004)

• Reform HSNO to encourage innovation, especially in the primary sector.

• Complement a focus on lifting regulator performance (see slide 22), with a targeted review of the 
regulatory stock to identify any material barriers to international flows. 

• A continued focus on lifting productivity.  The following slides provide advice in two priority areas: 
( ) f ( )
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Would you like to explore an evolving approach to trade policy? Would you like a broader refresh
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Would you like to explore an evolving approach to trade policy?  Would you like a broader refresh 
of how well the BGA is targeting internationalisation and what is your appetite for options for 
enhancing international connections?
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...including lifting the impact of tertiary education...

THE ISSUE
Over the last decade the government has invested heavily in lifting 
t ti ti i ti d l ti t H th t t

NEXT STEPS
The next step is to strengthen the bridge between work and study by:

tertiary participation and completion rates.  However, the returns to 
tertiary education remain low in comparison with other countries (see 
chart).  In part this may be because the skills produced by the tertiary 
education system are not aligned with the skills needed by the 
economy.  

• Using information on outcomes to sharpen the incentives on 
providers to lift work place relevance and value.

• Providing greater flexibility to support innovation and drive 
performance. 

y

The government has recently pushed back on very poor courses and 
encouraged growth at higher levels of tertiary education.  However, the 
policy settings do not generally differentiate between high return 
courses and low return courses.

The key changes needed to achieve this are:
• Educating students: go further in providing good information for 

students.  
• Moving places: allow shifts in allocation of places towards high 

l
Lifting the returns to tertiary education will support improvements in 
productivity, as well as strengthening the role of vocational education as 
a pathway out of disadvantage.  This would also improve the returns to 
“second chances” learning opportunities for Māori, improving outcomes 
f

value courses.
• Using funding: encourage providers to supply more places in high 

value courses by lifting the total funding for these courses.  This 
could be achieved by lifting fees for courses which lead to high 
incomes while decreasing them for courses where most of thefor them and their children. incomes, while decreasing them for courses where most of the 
benefit is to society (e.g. supports people to move from benefits into 
employment).  Another option is to move part of the completion 
funding to outcomes.

• Targeting accountability: move accountability away from student 

Earnings from teritary qualifications
Percent difference in earnings for someone with a sub-
degree and degree or higher qualification relative to an g g y y y

numbers and qualification levels to outcomes.
The transformation to a more workplace-focused system will depend 
on improved school/ tertiary/work transitions, take a number of years 
and will require careful sequencing to minimise risks. 80

100

n 
ea

rn
in

gs

upper secondary education

Sub-degree qualifications

Degree and post-degree qualifications

TALKING POINTS
• How ambitious would you like to be in exploring options to strengthen 

the links between work and tertiary education?20

40

60
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 in

• Would you place greater emphasis on any of the options?
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...and continuing to improve the quality and management 
of New Zealand’s infrastructureof New Zealand’s infrastructure.

NEXT STEPS
• Delivering a coordinated and holistic infrastructure programme:

THE ISSUE

Ageing assets, demographic and population changes, emerging 
t h l i d i i l t t d d ll bi i t  Progressing the one network approach for Auckland transport and ensuring the 

investment package delivers value for money.
 Piloting a integrated and long-term planning approach in Waikato and investigating 

support mechanisms and incentives.
• Strengthening asset management practices and consistent data standards:

technologies and rising regulatory standards are all combining to 
cause significant challenges to our current infrastructure networks. 
Grappling with these challenges will depend on improving our 
decision making and better utilising our existing assets to improve 
outcomes and decrease costs.

• Strengthening asset management  practices and consistent data standards: 
introducing  shared data standards and improving data analytics for water, roads and 
buildings (social assets).

• Increasing understanding of levels of service and future drivers of demand:
 Collating and analysing the new water sector data to better understand future 

Through the 2011 National Infrastructure Plan, work is underway to 
develop  different approaches to meet these challenges.  Delivering 
on this is key to the future efficient flow of information, people and 
goods domestically and internationally. 

g y g
affordability and possible responses.

 Developing and implementing a holistic demand management programme taking 
advantage of emerging technologies.

• Optimising decision making and the range of available tools:
7

8

110

120

Total Government Plant, Property and Equipment and 
annual additions (dollar millions)

Total Government Plant, Property and Equipment 
(LHS)

 Improving the application of cost-benefit methodologies to support infrastructure 
decision-making.

 Better scrutiny of local government infrastructure investment and improving 
incentives/governance.
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LONGER-TERM ISSUES
• Holistic review of how and where resource management and planning decisions are 

made.
• Review of institutional arrangements for long-term infrastructure evidence base and 
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g g
planning.

• Step change in private sector and iwi engagement through design, planning and 
procurement.

TALKING POINTS

$60 billion
Potential 
Auckland 
t t

420,000
New 

Zealanders 
ith t

$3.8 billion
Projected Crown 
spend on local 

infrastructure and

Source: The Treasury

TALKING POINTS
• Direction of the 2015 New Zealand Infrastructure Plan.
• Scale and pace of demand management programme.

transport 
investment 

over next 30 
years

with access to 
ultra-fast fibre

infrastructure and 
crown assets in 

Christchurch
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Auckland is critical to improved national outcomes across 
all three performance dimensionsall three performance dimensions…

THE ISSUE

A ckland represents a third of Ne Zealand’s econom and faces significant challenges in managing its

NEXT STEPS

The government and the Auckland Council areAuckland represents a third of New Zealand’s economy and faces significant challenges in managing its 
continued population and economic expansion.  This has important implications for Auckland’s planning 
and for the allocation of central government resources.  There are particular issues in:

• Transport: Auckland’s $60 billion transport plan over the next 30 years has a $10 billion funding gap, 
even taking into account that the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF) funds 100% of state highways 

The government and the Auckland Council are 
working on a number of programmes to 
implement government priorities and the 
Auckland Plan (see diagram).  Auckland’s growth 
and diversity drive distinct policy and 
implementation challenges.g p ( ) g y

and 50% of local projects.  In addition, there are indications that the plan will not reduce congestion.  
These factors may lead to pressure for additional government contributions.

• Housing affordability: release of suitably zoned land has not kept up with growth in demand, 
resulting in unaffordable housing (see slide 20).  

implementation challenges.

• Transport: Auckland needs to be pressed to 
work on better project selection.  There is a also 
a need for more effective demand management 
measures (particularly a more effective form of 

d i i• Deprivation: while Auckland has high skill levels and a high share of knowledge-intensive services 
jobs, it also has significant pockets of deprivation.

road pricing). 

Delivering Better Public Services in 
A kl d

Implementing the Auckland Plan 
D l S • Housing affordability: increase density of 

land-use and availability of land.

• Deprivation: need more coordination between 
social agencies; the population focus could look 
at Auckland models

Transport in Auckland
• Further progress on the one network 

Delivering the Auckland 
Economic Development 

Strategy and BGA alignment

Auckland
• Improving Early Childhood Education, 

Health and Attachment in Auckland, 
with a focus on South Auckland.

• Addressing Family Violence.

Development Strategy 
• Unitary Plan.
• Critical Issues team (RUB project).

at Auckland models.

TALKING POINTS
• Barriers to implementing some form of road

p g
approach.

• Future work on key transport projects 
(e.g. City rail link, the next Waitemata
Harbour crossing, East-West link, 
SMART programme).

Culture and heritage
• Auckland Arts and Culture Strategy 

development.
• Auckland Volcanic Field World 

Heritage listing. Barriers to implementing some form of road 
pricing in Auckland, and how could they be 
overcome?

Auckland Plan implementation 
progress

• Co-ordination of government input into 
the Council’s Annual Plan 
Implementation Update.

• Aligning Plan targets with BPS.HousingHousing

Treaty Settlement and related issues
• Tāmaki Collective Negotiations.
• Provisions for maintenance of maunga, 

harbours and coast.

Tāmaki Redevelopment

g
• Auckland Housing Accord.

g
• Auckland Housing Accord.
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...as are improving outcomes for Māori.

The Crown has obligations and responsibility under the Treaty of Waitangi to work in partnership with Māori.  And tapping 
the potential of the Māori economy and youth will bring benefits not only for whānau but for New Zealand as a whole.

pe
rit

y 
+ 

ot
en

tia
l • The growing Māori economy is contributing to Māori living standards and to higher overall economic 

performance.  Settling Treaty of Waitangi claims is providing iwi with capital and allowing them to 
focus on their members’ aspirations.   
Improving Māori education and skills is a high priority to convert the younger Māori ‘demographic

P
ro

sp Po • Improving Māori education and skills is a high priority to convert the younger Māori ‘demographic 
dividend’ to economic, social, cultural and fiscal dividends for Māori and the wider economy.  

• The Crown’s role is shifting.  Many iwi and Māori organisations want to partner with the Crown and be 
involved in identifying opportunities for future growth, enabling potential and removing barriers. 

• Recognising the relationship between iwi and their traditional lands is a Crown responsibility under the 
Treaty of Waitangi.  Fair and durable resolution of iwi rights and interests in natural resources has the 
potential to support more efficient resource allocation and investor certainty, as well as the Māori
economy.ab
ilit

y 
+ 

ot
ec

tio
n

economy. 
• Iwi and Māori intergenerational focus is an asset to New Zealand, including the sustainable 

management of natural resources through their exercise of traditional kaitiakitanga and mana whenua
responsibilities. S

us
ta

in
a

Pr
o
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on

 +
 

pa
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n

• Many whānau are resilient but a disproportionate number continue to experience poorer outcomes in 
multiple dimensions.  

• Collaboration and partnership between whānau, iwi, communities and the Crown has the potential to 
shift long-standing and complex issues.  Models which allow whānau to participate as contributing 

In
cl

us
P

ar
tic

ip

g g p p p g
citizens, to determine the outcomes they desire and the services to deliver those outcomes, show 
early promise. 

• Building the public sector’s ability to systematically learn from these experiences could improve 
services and outcomes - not only for Māori but also for other groups.

Trusting Relationships + Strong Partnerships
28
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Bringing it together: strategic choices
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The Budget 2015 process is in full swing.

Key improvements and innovations in Budget 2015:

s
Ye

ar
 P

la
ns • Provide stronger evidence of collective impact and action, including how agencies plan to take a citizen focus and 

population-based approach to service delivery.
• Four-Year Plans become the key strategic planning documents for agencies, with stronger links to Four-year 

Excellence Horizons and providing the strategic intentions for publishing and tabling in Parliament.

Fo
ur

-Y

Excellence Horizons and providing the strategic intentions for publishing and tabling in Parliament.
• Enable greater “investor confidence” in an agency’s ability to deliver its strategic direction, including contributing 

towards the Government’s priorities, within baselines and in the most effective and efficient way.

• Improving and refining the role and function of the Capital Investment Panel For Budget 2015 and beyond the panel

Pr
oc

es
s • Improving and refining the role and function of the Capital Investment Panel.  For Budget 2015 and beyond, the panel 

will look to draw stronger connections between capital and associated operating expenditure. 
• As signalled in the Four-Year Plan box above, stronger evidence will be required on how agencies plan to take a more 

citizen focus and population approach.  While the population-based approach in Budget 2015 is focused on the social 

B
ud

ge
t sector, it is expected that this work will broaden over future Budgets.

• The Treasury will continue to build on these processes in order to better understand opportunities to improve the 
quality of the expenditure base rather than just focus on the marginal spend.

O t b B d t

Operating, 
Capital and 

B d t P li St t t

What’s coming up:

October 
Baseline 
Update

Half Year Economic and Fiscal Update 

Draft 4YPs 
due

Final 4YPs 
due

Budget 
Decisions

Estimates Documents Prepared

p
Population 
bids due

Budget Economic and Fiscal Update Budget Day

Budget Policy Statement

October November December January February March April May June

p g p g y
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Anchors can guide your fiscal strategy under uncertainty...

We recommend the following anchors or principles to frame your medium-term fiscal 
strategy, which reinforce the three dimensions of inclusive and sustainable economic 

SETTING FISCAL STRATEGY 
UNDER UNCERTAINTY

performance.  
These principles may help to guide judgments about whether or how to adjust to a 
changing environment over time.

U U C
We will provide you with 
preliminary economic and fiscal 
forecasts in October.  Key 
sources of uncertainty are the 

Tax and 
expenditure policy 
should be 
supportive of 

i

Focus on driving 
performance in the 
state sector to 
deliver higher living 
t d d

Adjust fiscal 
settings if 
necessary to 
remain on track 
t hi fi l

Manage timing and phasing of 
fiscal policies to support macro and 
financial stability – in the economic 
upswing this is about managing 
t di d ACC l

future path of the terms of trade, 
and how falls in export prices will 
flow through to the fiscal balance.  

There is some risk around the 
economic 
performance and 
living standards.

standards –
especially through 
lifting the quality of 
government 
interventions by 

to achieve fiscal 
objectives 
without over-
reacting to 
volatility. 

tax, spending and ACC levy 
decisions so as not to add pressure 
on monetary policy.

2014/15 surplus.  We can provide 
options for helping to achieve the 
surplus. 

y
extending the 
investment 
approach and 
population focus.

y

Focus on 
strengthening 
the Crown 
balance sheet

PROSPERITY

Economic growth balance sheet 
over time –
consistent with 
your objectives 
for net debt of INCLUSIVENESS SUSTAINABILITY

Economic growth

20% of GDP by 
2020 and 
starting to repay 
net debt in dollar 
terms from

Social 
infrastructure

Increasing equity

Sustainability for 
the future

Managing risks

Economic growth
Sustainability for 

the future
Managing risks terms from 

2017/18.
Increasing equity Managing risksManaging risks

Social 
infrastructure

Increasing equity
31
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...and we suggest a balanced package that reflects your 
priorities

The proposed approach below is consistent with our advice on fiscal strategy anchors.

priorities... 

• You have indicated ACC levy reductions from 1 April 2016 and that you will consider modest personal tax cuts from 1 April 
2017.  Keeping fiscal decisions within operating allowances that average $1.5 billion over Budgets 2015-17 is consistent with 
the objective of not adding to pressure on monetary policy. 

• Making decisions on tax cuts in 2016 would allow time to assess economic and fiscal conditions with more information. 
W id ith d i t k ti th t i t t ith i iti hild t dRevenue • We can provide you with advice on tax package options that are consistent with your priorities; e.g. child poverty and 
economic performance.

• Four-year plans indicate that an allowance for new spending in each Budget of around $1 billion operating and 
approximately $900 million capital per annum will be challenging but manageable.  

• For much of the state sector, delivering higher-quality public services to customers will require doing different things in 
different ways Important next steps are the population focus in Budget 2015 and extending the investment approach which

Getting value from 
spending

different ways.  Important next steps are the population focus in Budget 2015 and extending the investment approach, which 
will support both social and economic objectives. 

• Earlier slides have highlighted potential directions for policy change to improve economic performance and social inclusion. 
Many of these ideas would require further policy work and would have fiscal implications. With a focus on economic growth, 
Budgets 2016 and 2017 could include targeted expenditure that supports policy change in tertiary education, business 
support and innovation With a focus on social inclusion consideration could be given to options to refocus income supportsupport and innovation.  With a focus on social inclusion, consideration could be given to options to refocus income support.

Th t iti f it l li t ff ti l th b l h t d f h l t t t d i

Balance sheet

• There are opportunities for capital recycling to more effectively use the balance sheet and for cash release to start reducing 
the dollar value of net debt.  

• The Future Investment Fund provides funding for new capital spending in Budgets 2015 and 2016. We recommend reviewing 
capital allowances beyond Budget 2016 in the context of setting balance sheet targets and looking at opportunities for further 
capital recycling. 

32

• The Treasury is also focused on bringing greater transparency to Crown financial risk and ensuring risk exposures are 
consistent with the Government’s fiscal strategy and resiliency objectives.  
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... ...as part of a broader package of reforms.

This slide provides a high level summary of how key policy priorities could be sequenced across time.
GOVERNMENT PRIORITY

TREASURY ADVICE

2015 2016 2017 Beyond2015 2016 2017 Beyond
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Report back on review of  
AS/IRRS

Population Budget
At-risk children

Reducing child poverty and supporting inclusion: smart social sector investments

Changes to financial 
assistance for housing
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g
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g 
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dv
an Develop harm weighted 

framework for Justice Sector Implement
Partnership 

schools reviewIncrease flexibility to target ECE and 
school education resources at low 

g

o
ai
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e 
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Implement

Ministerial group to consider implications and options 
f NZ’ t 2020 i i t t

socio-economic children 

na
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Housing affordability: next 
steps on planning reform

Increase scrutiny 
of local authority 

infrastructure 

for NZ’s post-2020 emissions target

Operating allowances averaging $1.5 billion p.a. and approximately $900 million capital allowance p.a. (current working assumption) $1.5b 
operating 

En ec
o

on
g-

m
an

ce

Improve data and information, evaluation and contracting across the state sector 

allowances

BGA implementation

R d t P d ti it C i i

Enhance RMA system, including greater use of central direction

ed
iu

m
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ic
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rm

Continue to pursue market access in key areas and 
review trade strategy to ensure the right mix of 

investment across multiple tracks 

Tax packageACC levy reductions

Targeted review to identify any material 
regulatory barriers to international flows 

Respond to Productivity Commission 
regulation review
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Business support: governance changes to incentivise policy experimentation and evaluation

Enhance competition policy Tertiary education reform
New Zealand National 

Infrastructure Plan 2015
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